
BRANDING RESEARCH PAPERS

This paper identifies some of the influential work in the branding area, highlighting what has been learned from an
academic perspective on important topics.

But the most are preferred on Weekends. A strong brand is memorable, but people still need to be exposed to
it, this often requires a lot of advertising and PR over a long period of time, which can be very costly. If your
brand is focused too strongly on one product, it can limit your ability to sell other products. Intangibles cover a
wide range of different types of brand associations such as actual or aspirational user imagery; purchase and
consumption imagery; and history heritage, and experiences. These techniques include brand extensions and
ingredient branding. Finally, brands are an asset in the financial sense. The goals, objectives, and mission of
any organization should be in line with the branding strategy employed. Indeed, under one set of assumptions
the value of a customer to the firm i. As well as creating a brand and updating your signs and equipment e.
Fast food chain visited the most is McDonalds. Ignoring superficial regional and national differences.
Presumably this price reflects expectations about the discounted value of future cash flows. Today, branding is
experiencing a new popularity resulting from new, innovative applications. Three noteworthy subareas of this
topic are the brand building contribution of brand elements, the impact of coordinated communication and
channel strategies on brand equity, and the interaction of company controlled and external events. A number
of issues emerge in attempting to build a global brand. Although there have been instances where branding has
been less than successful, marketers are beginning to find the appropriate applications in a given setting. With
increasing globalization and international trade, a number of international brands are entering into India which
is one of the fastest growing and highly competitive markets in the world. Five basic topics that align with the
brand-management decisions and tasks frequently performed by marketing executives are discussed in detail:
1 developing brand positioning, 2 integrating brand marketing, 3 assessing brand performance, 4 growing
brands, and 5 strategically managing the brand. Comprehensive models of brand equity have been developed
in recent years to incorporate multiple perspectives Each of the three brand-equity measurement perspectives
has produced relevant work. Moreover, a wide rural and urban divide creates another challenge in front of
companies while establishing effective distribution network. Levitt has argued that companies needed to learn,
to operate as if the world were one large market. They entered with price points that were too high for the
Indian consumers to be affordable. Your marketing activity should be relevant and solve your target
customer's problem by offering a clear distinction from other products in the same category. A business can
flourish well if these insights can be put to use strategically. Their ultimate success depends to a significant
extent not only on how well they work singularly, but also on how they work in combination, such that
synergistic results occur. Given the huge diversity of people and challenges related to distribution, the Global
firms need to adapt to the local market conditions in order to attract the customers towards their brands. A
number of researchers have noticed the relationship between the brand-management and
customer-management perspectives. Customer based. Brand equity from the company perspective is therefore
the additional value i. This paper identifies some of the influential work in the branding area, highlighting
what has been learned from an academic perspective on important topics such as brand positioning, brand
integration, brand-equity measurement, brand growth, and brand management and also why some international
brands that are successful globally, fail to attract significant market share in India. Once a name is selected,
marketers have to choose the advertising strategy to support and communicate the name. Besides the obvious
issue of selecting tangible product attribute levels e. Timescale The process of creating a brand will usually
take a long period of time. Though, a large number of Global brands have entered Indian markets, but not all
were able to crack the mysterious, complex and a diversified market where the tastes and preferences of
customers change. It made entry in the Indian market in the year by forming two joint ventures, one with
Hardcastle Restaurants Private Ltd. If you sell computers, would your brand name be suitable for selling
vacuum cleaners? In this paper our primary goal is to both selectively highlight relevant research on building,
measuring, and managing brand equity.


